
12Th Edition of Shakespeare International Theater Festival Armenia is waiting for its future 

participants.  

The organizing committee of the Shakespeare International Theater Festival after V. Papazyan is 

pleased to inform you that the new 12th edition will be held in Yerevan, Armenia from October 

22 to October 28. The festival will be opened with ITI DTC international project “The Tempest”.  

 

We welcome theater companies that perform Shakespeare’s plays or plays about him.  

 

For those who pass selection successfully, the festival covers accommodation, meals and 

transportation in Yerevan. Theatre troupes shall supply roundtrip air tickets by themselves, as 

well as payment of shipping equipment which includes: costumes, scenery, or necessary props.   

 

 

You can send the brief information about your theater company and the synopsis of the play, 

along with the link to video of the play to sitfarmenia@yahoo.com till August 15. The results 

will be announced on August 20.  

 

The Yerevan International Shakespeare Festival named after Vahram Papazian was founded in 

2004 by director Hakob Ghazanchian and Shakespeare scholar Andrzej Żurowski. For the first 

three years, only festivals of monodrama performances were held and the mono performances 

with a Shakespearean subject were invited to Yerevan. Since 2004, the festival has been 

expanded and, in parallel with mono performances, big performances were also invited 

to Yerevan. The festival organisers are currently thinking of returning to the solo format, since 

that type of performance is a unique and rare Shakespeare laboratory, not only for the actors and 

the director but for the audience as well. For the last few years, during the Yerevan International 

Shakespeare Festivals named after Vahram Papazian we have presented the theatre groups of 

P. Brook, D. Donnellan and I. Brook, the theatres of Sh. Rustavelli and S. Abashidze (Tbilisi), 

the Artistic theatre named after A. Chekhov and  „Et Cetera” theatre (Moscow), as well as 

famous actors and directors from various countries of the world. 

 

The cast of the festival is the following: 

The founder and artistic director: Hakob Ghazanchyan 

Director: Karo Balyan 

Coordinator: Sona Mkrtchyan  

For more info : +37491106860. 

 

 


